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Days End
Jørgen Magnus Haslum, bass-baritone
ANNE HUNG

Key
Ted D’Anna, electric guitar
SHANNON ADDONIZIO

One for Shannon
Shannon Addonizio, flute
IAN Y. CHUNG

A Grandpa Scherzo
Ian Y. Chung, piano
JØRGEN MAGNUS HASLUM

Dots
Sam Tiger West, piano
HEE KYUN YUN

Specters of
Eleni Kamaratou, electric keyboard
ALEC GOLDFARB

Moenda africana II
Eleni Kamaratou, piano
LUDOVICO EINAUDI

Flowers
Olivia Thomas, mezzo-soprano
SAM TIGER WEST

Nocturnes
from Love Story
Olivia Thomas, mezzo-soprano
HOWARD GOODALL

Apology to the Experimental Composer
(From the Nervous Songwriter)
Alec Goldfarb, guitar
OLIVIA THOMAS

Factory Chase
Annie Hung, violin
TED D’ANNA

Piece 19
Hee Kyun Yun, flute
ELENI KAMARATOU